The following may be noted while submitting requests seeking information under RTI Act:-

- Arrangements have been made at the Reception Counter of CVC for receiving applications/request seeking information under RTI Act, 2005.

- Applications/request can also be sent by post alongwith the requisite fee directly to the concerned CPIO in CVC dealing with the subject. The names of CPIOs and the appellas can be consulted before forwarding the application to the concerned.

- The requisite fee along with the application/request could be paid by way of cash against proper receipt at the Reception Counter or by Indian Postal Order in favour of Section Officer, CVC. The fee may also be paid by demand draft or banker's cheque drawn in favour of Section Officer, CVC.

- The details regarding Rules & Regulations pertaining to fees etc. under RTI Act may be perused in the website of Ministry of Personnel, Public Grievance & Pension. Deptt of Per